


about us 
In the year 2019,  ayron It solutions was started by mr. patan aziz rehman, in the same year
the company has started digital marketing services and 2021 it named as ayron digital solution (ads)
under ayron It solutions. 



our mission

our vision

our values

our mission is always to progress ourselves in a smart way
by delivering the desired outcome in long run.

we want to be the most valued business partner for every small
and medium companies, to create local opportunity, growth and impact

foster openness, respect and trustworthy.
capture opportunities and make things happen

we are best



our core values

Integrity

work with utmost integrity and accountable 

embrace digital marketing

we always embrace the changes in digital marketing with open arms and work to give the best 

embrace clients
It is one our core values that never keep aside our clients,
we are loyal and consider the clients goals as ours in each and every step

deliver the results
with utmost dedication we’ll deliver the results which are desired with our sincerity. 



what ads do?

we are  a.d.s a digital marketing company based in vijayawada, India. we mainly focus on
satisfying the clients with our prolific results.  we know , what  future technology holds 
for any business thus we are utilizing the resources and put them in practice in best way to
increase our efficacy in each and every step we take for our clients goal. 

a.d.s work smart way to be efficiency, by adding the values and purpose to it’s
every project whether they are social media management,  web designing,
seo,  advertizing  and content creation, we never lose our core values
and always put them forth to deliver the outstanding results 
to every project we take over from the clients.  

we are 
creators

promoters

passionate

professionals

committed



MARKETING

we are expertise in

let’s delve in

web designing &
developing

search engine
optimization

social media
advertisinggoogle ads 

social media
handling content creation 



web designing & developing 
websites are the place where we can thoroughly know  about a company. our web designing & developing team design
the websites just like you wanted but with out missing the core aspects of a website.

creative designing

high quality building

mobile user friendly

seo friendly

supportive maintenance



what we manage in social media
social media handling 

presence in social media is not enough,  handling the social media can be tough at a time. 
we are having hands-on experience in handling the social media without affecting your online reputation. 
we also believe regular touch in customers through various activities leads to more brand power. 

account creation

social media strategy 

posting 

regular analytics

connecting with the other apps 

video and Image postings 

ppages optimization 

reputation management 

remarketing 

hash tag research 

Email Adress Learn More

Marketing
With Social Media
Grow Your Business

Log in Getting StartedContact UsBlogTeamServiceHome



social media ads management 

social media advertising 

with customized audience, your business gains the more brand value and reach with a single social media
advertisement at lower investment.  the return on investment is high considered to traditional advertising. 
we are doing it with great passion and strategies not to miss a chance to grab the customers and make them loyal.

keyword research 

ads campaigning 

remarketing 

targeting the audience based on the various factors like

behavioral, psychographic target, look a like audience, custom audience targeting,

geo targeting and demographic targeting.



google ads
google ads, has more potential customers,  with our customized audience option suitable for the product are
chosen as the target one to hit the right spot of the audience.

discover ads

app promotion ads

video ads

shopping ads

display ads

search ads

different types of ads on google & youtube



seo
we focus on the various activities of the seo not only the keywords which makes the website  to rank in  top ten. 
with our organic and white hat seo techniques we carefully climb the steps to rank high. 

benefits you get from the seo

Increase traffic

grow site conversion

Improve website ranking

Increase credibility

generate leads



team
hard work pays off – In this generation smart work pays off…
when it comes to ads, our smart team are the pillars and they absolutely love their jobs
which made ads to reach the heights. 

web designer : 
with their latest skills and experience, our web designers develop the websites which are easy to handle seo attributes.

graphic  designer :
we have got the best graphic designers which always makes the designs unique and stand out. 

strategy developer: 
everything starts with a strategy, our strategists come up with suitable strategy without missing  the every
attribute to reach our goal. 

social media managers :
from creating a/c’s to handling the reputation management. they do all sort of different social media works with ease. 

content creator : 
any type of content you give, our content writers always gives amazing content which are creative and apt. 

seo manager : 
seo managing is toughest job, and our seo handlers do them with utmost dedication 



so, why a.d.s ?

we are approachable

we define our own ways to meet the client needs

we are good at what we do

we prioritize the each and every detail of our client

we are team of passionate members 

we entirely focus on the increasing the audience to your business

we are socialwe are socially connected 

we guarantee the results



create  your brand power… 
a small word yet a big impact…
we are brand creators,  in this competitive world a single brand power can do
the magic to sustain in the long run with implementing unique strategies. 

and at the same time creating brand image has become more effective and efficient through the internet. 
that efficiency and effectiveness is all comes with the best brand strategies.  through digital marketing,
we create a brand and showcase your brand to the right people on different platforms. so, it is always
best to create  brand power grab more opportunities. 



have a look at the Industries we have our mark 

we have catered to various businesses and diversified sectors like

construction fitness & gym 

tourism 

restaurant 

apparel

beauty and salon 

hospital

furniture

jewellery

car
accessories 

Interior
design 

finance 
events

management 



national wise
ad campaigns



concept wise
posts

WE CAN DO IT BETTER

TM

Sikhara



aesthetic theme posts 

TM



tm

complete digital marketing
web designing, seo, social media ads



organic reach and followers

GARLAPATI
MULTISPECIALITY
DENTAL HOSPITALS



detailed targeting
with remarkating
approach 



blend of
unique design
and brand power

sri lalita
enterprises
krishna district distributors



strategical seo 



powerfull
user interface
websites

TM



300% more leads generated  



revamping the
local business



from start
to the end

rebranding



sri lalita
enterprises
krishna district distributors



www.ayrondigitalsolutions.in

info@ayrondigitalsolutions.in

Contact : +91 95508 60545
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